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choudhary vol 1 pdf 283 Why Google Is Clueless
About Local Commerce - sctb ====== patio11

_Google and Microsoft are hamstrung by the fact
that they can’t employ localized search engine
algorithms themselves. They are not allowed to
collect data on the performance of the search

results themselves. All they can do is suggest to
companies that they should add geographic

information to the content of their websites, or
publish their results as open data. But, as I’ve

written elsewhere, this puts the cart before the
horse. Google is not a local search engine, not

because they “can’t employ localized search engine
algorithms”, but because there is currently a

demand for one. _ Since they actually do employ
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localization algorithms, this argument is, I believe,
actively trying to deceive. ~~~ darklajid What's
wrong with hamstrung? Whether it is moral and

legal, sure, it would be interesting to hear about that
but I guess most people would agree that it's mostly
market driven. Asking for fair pricing for services
is simply what you do in a market. Google blocks
the same in a price sensitive market that (most of
the people) here are. Yes, this is an upfront with

Google and the search engine should have listed the
prices - Google will mark the search result with the

price and don't show the same result for cash
transactions. But market driven? ------ marze

Comcast (my cable company) has been showing
local listings on the Cable News Channel for at
least a year now. I prefer that to Google, as they

don't send a page to download my credit card info.
------ aik Just like the next mistake startups make.

Adam Schefter reports the 49ers will visit with
second-round pick Brandon Chubb and pass on
UCF tight end David Njoku for PFF's Michael

Mauti. (0:51) The San Francisco 49ers have added
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another All-American offensive lineman to their
rookie minicamp. The team signed Oklahoma

center Mason Cole in a tryout Friday, according to
a source. 3e33713323
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